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Sensory responses in neocortex are strongly modulated by changes in brain state,
such as those observed between sleep stages or attentional levels. However, the
speciﬁc effects of network state changes on the spatiotemporal properties of sensory
responses are poorly understood. The slow oscillation, which is observed in neocortex
under ketamine-xylazine anesthesia and is characterized by alternating depolarizing
(up-states) and hyperpolarizing (down-states) phases, provides an opportunity to study
the state-dependence of primary sensory responses in large networks. Here we used
voltage sensitive dye (VSD) imaging to record the spatiotemporal properties of sensory
responses and local ﬁeld potential (LFP) and multiunit activity (MUA) recordings to
monitor the ongoing brain state in which the sensory responses occurred. Despite a rich
variabilityof slow oscillationpatterns, sensory responses showed a consistent relationship
with the ongoing oscillation and triggered a new up-state only after the termination
of the refractory period that followed the preceding oscillatory cycle. We show that
spatiotemporal properties of whisker-evoked responses are highly dependent on their
timing with regard to the ongoing oscillation. In both the up- and down-states, responses
spread across large portions of the barrel ﬁeld, although the up-state responses were
reduced in total area due to their sparseness. The depolarizing response in the up-state
showed a tendency to propagate along the rows, with an amplitude and slope favoring
the higher-numbered arcs. In the up-state, but not in the down-state, the depolarizing
response was followed by a hyperpolarizing wave with a consistent spatial structure.
We measured the suppression of whisker-evoked responses by a preceding response
at 100ms, and found that suppression showed the same spatial asymmetry as the
depolarization. Because the resting level of cells in the up-state is likely to be closer to
that in the awake animal, we suggest that the polarities in signal propagation which we
observed in the up-state could be used as computational mechanisms in the behaving
animal. These results demonstrate the critical importance of ongoing network activity on
the dynamics of sensory responses and their integration.
Keywords: barrel cortex, mouse, in vivo, voltage sensitive dyes, ongoing activity, spatiotemporal dynamics,
network state
INTRODUCTION
Complex representations in sensory cortices rely on the integra-
tion of inputs that overlap temporally and spatially, particularly
in supragranular layers, yet the spatiotemporal dynamics of this
synaptic integration are largely unknown. It is a general princi-
ple of cortical organization that cortical columns are arranged on
the two-dimensional axis of the cortex in such a way as to form
continuous topological representations, which may be thought
of as maps of particular parameter spaces in the environment of
an organism. When navigating the world and making decisions,
organisms make use of the complete range of input from each
sensory modality, and are continually combining inputs across
modalities in the context of the brain’s ongoing activity. Between
the entry of the relatively segregated components of a repre-
sentation into the input layer 4 of primary sensory cortex, and
the so-called “higher” or “association” cortices where neurons
respond to more abstract stimuli, these partial representations,
the results of columnar computation, must be combined in a
hierarchical processing scheme. This combination is the essence
of sensory integration and requires anatomical and physiolog-
ical overlap of the output of cortical columns. In the rodent
whisker-barrel system, easily visualized input pathways for sin-
gle whiskers in layer 4 of primary somatosensory cortex give rise
to overlappinganatomical and functional representations in layer
2/3, creating an excellent opportunity to study the spatiotempo-
raldynamics ofsensoryprocessing andits relationship toongoing
brain activity.
In the past few decades, voltage-sensitive dye (VSD) imaging
studies in this model system (Arieli et al., 1996; Contreras and
Llinas, 2001; Petersen and Sakmann, 2001; Ferezou et al., 2006)
have revealed fundamental properties of the neocortex which are
sometimes left implicit in the presentation of results; namely, that
subthreshold responses are locally homogeneous, that neighbor-
ing regions tend to be excited together, and that activity moves
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in all directions once initiated. These features are expected given
early ﬁeld potential results and the dense recurrent connectivity
of neocortical tissue (Douglas et al., 2004; DeFelipe and Jones,
2010). At the same time, intracellular (Carvell and Simons, 1988;
Moore and Nelson, 1998; Higley and Contreras, 2003; Wilent
and Contreras, 2004) and extracellular (Simons, 1983; Brumberg
et al., 1996; Shimegi et al., 2000; Webber and Stanley, 2004;
Ego-Stengel et al., 2005) recordings indicate that stimulus-evoked
spiking may be quite sparse, particularly in the rodent barrel cor-
tex. Thus, we may think of the computations performed by a
local cortical circuit as the selection of a subset of cells to ﬁre
from an envelope of partially synchronous subthreshold activity.
The representation of sensory information as spikes which will
be transmitted to other areas must be contained within the sub-
threshold spatiotemporal envelope; therefore, to understand the
computation performed by a cortex it is important to understand
the spatiotemporal dynamics of this envelope. Imaging studies
with VSDs are uniquely suited to advancing this understand-
ing and have revealed much about sensory responses in various
modalities and organisms.
With some exceptions (Arieli etal.,1996;Petersen etal.,2003a;
Ferezou et al., 2006; Hasenstaub et al., 2007; Poulet and Petersen,
2008), sensory studies have been based on data acquired as the
average of many trials, combined indiscriminately with regard
to brain state. Nevertheless, evoked responses in intact primary
neocortex do not occur in a vacuum, but rather impinge on
networks which are continuously active. Even the ﬁrst experi-
ments demonstrating the existence of the electroencephalogram
(EEG) produced the surprising ﬁnding that the brain was active
in the absence of sensory stimulation (Caton, 1875; Brazier,
1961). Since then, many studies have illustrated the rich reper-
toire of rhythms in the EEG. The cellular basis of most EEG
rhythms has only recently been worked out (Speckmann et al.,
2011). At both the single cell and network level, it is clear that
there is a high level of ongoing activity constantly providing a
background for sensory input. During sleep and epilepsy, highly
synchronized slow (<15Hz) EEG rhythms preclude the forma-
tion of dynamic neural ensembles necessary for the processing
of information and the generation of rapid adaptive behaviors
characteristic of the awake brain (Steriade, 2000). During the
waking state, faster rhythms (>40Hz) provide context and allow
coordination of activity between groups of neurons within and
between networks. Consistent with these observations, evoked
sensory responses have been shown to be signiﬁcantly dependent
on the state of ongoing activity at the time of the stimulus (Arieli
et al., 1996; Sachdev et al., 2004; Hasenstaub et al., 2007; Hirata
and Castro-Alamancos, 2011).
One particular form of ongoing activity which has been the
subject of much recent interest is the slow oscillation between so-
called up- and down-states which occurs in the neocortex and
other brain regions (Steriade et al., 1993a,b). For some time it
has been known that this slow (<1Hz) oscillation is a hallmark
of deep ketamine-xylazine anesthesia and may be observed intra-
cellularly in nearly all thalamic and cortical cells and extracellu-
larly in the local ﬁeld potential (LFP). The dynamics of cellular
relationships during the slow oscillation have been extensively
characterized with intracellular recordings in vivo (Steriade et al.,
1993a,b; Contreras and Steriade, 1995; Contreras et al., 1996;
Steriade, 1997) and in cortical (Sanchez-Vives and McCormick,
2000) and thalamic (Blethyn et al., 2006)s l i c e sin vitro.N e u r o n s
in thalamocortical circuits remain hyperpolarized and quiescent
during the down-state, and are depolarized by 10–20mV dur-
ing the up-state. Both experimental and modeling studies have
shown that the input resistance of cortical cells is lowered by the
increasedsynapticdriveduringdepolarizedstates(Destexheetal.,
2003; Shu et al., 2003b; Sachdev et al., 2004;b u ts e eWaters and
Helmchen, 2006). Negative LFP waves recorded from the corti-
cal depth are the extracellular correlate of synchronized neuronal
depolarization; positive waves are the correlate of synchronized
and sustained hyperpolarization. Intracellular studies in the cat
neocortex determined that the hyperpolarization of cortical cells
is produced by the removal of synaptic input in combination
with a powerful leak conductance, with the extreme synchrony
owing much to the dense recurrent connectivity of these net-
works (Contreras et al., 1996; Sanchez-Vives and McCormick,
2000).
The recent avalanche of interest in the slow oscillation
notwithstanding, neither its up-n o ri t sd o w n - s t a t es h o u l db e
considered to be analogous to a conscious activated brain state
(Steriade, 2000), nor is there yet sufﬁcient evidence to ascribe to
the phenomenon the role of a computational mechanism in the
intact, awake brain, despite the demonstrated importance of per-
sistent neural activity in other systems (Aksay et al., 2003; Major
and Tank, 2004). Nevertheless, because of the well-characterized
differences in the resting membrane potential and input resis-
t an c eofs i n glen e ur on si nt h et w os t at e s ,t h es lo w-os ci llat i n gbrai n
presents an opportunity to address a fundamental question in
neurophysiology: how are the properties of an excitable tissue
en masse shaped by changing the responsiveness of the individual
elements which comprise it?
In this study we used tungsten bipolar electrodes to monitor
the cortical LFP and multiunit activity (MUA) while recording
whisker-evoked responses over the entire barrel cortex of the
mouse in vivo using VSD imaging with either RH795 or RH1691.
LFP and MUA recordings allowed us to characterize in detail the
spontaneously occurring state changes observed under ketamine-
xylazine anesthesia and classify the sensory responses into three
categories according to their relationship to the spontaneous
oscillation. We used single-whisker stimuli, paired simultaneous
stimuli, and stimuli paired ata 100ms interval. These stimulation
conditions represent a sampling of common paradigms in the
whisker sensory literature and in sensory physiology more gen-
erally. Our goal was to revisit each of these common conditions
with attention to network context.
We observed that evoked sensory responses both altered and
were altered by the ongoing network activity in important ways.
Using barrel-column averaged VSD signals to examine response
propertiesacrosstheentirebarrelﬁeld,weshowthattheproperties
of sensory responses are altered by the shift to the up-state
in ways which go beyond what has been previously reported.
We ﬁnd that, in the up-state, whisker deﬂections produce an
initial depolarization which is smaller in amplitude and area than
that observed in the down-state and more likely to propagate
asymmetricallyacrossthebarrelﬁeld.Intheup-state,butnotinthe
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down-state, this depolarization is followed by a hyperpolarizing
wavewhichmovesinaconsistentdirectionacrosscorticalcolumns.
We also show that, regardless of state, there is little difference
between single- and multiple-whisker stimuli in the spatial extent
ofsubthresholdevokedresponses.Finally,weshowthatthedegree
ofsuppressionofasecondresponsedependsmorestronglyonthe
second stimulated whisker’s location than on the relative radial
position of the ﬁrst stimulated whisker, regardless of brain state.
Because the resting level of cells in the up-state is likely to be
closer to that in the awake animal, we suggest that the polarities
in signal propagation which we observe in the up-state could be
used as computational mechanisms in the behaving animal.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Results arebasedon40adultC57 mice (7–12weeks old,20–35g).
From these, 30 experiments were selected for analysis based on
the following criteria: (1) homogeneous VSD staining of the bar-
rel cortex as judged by visual inspection of the baseline image
(14-bit) obtained at the beginning of each recording, (2) stabil-
ity of the optical responses throughout the experimental session,
(3) stability of the spontaneous LFP pattern recorded from the
same electrodes used for electrical stimulation, (4) stability of
the evoked LFP responses recorded by electrodes adjacent to the
stimulating one, and (5) large signal-to-noise ratio (10:1) of VSD
responses to deﬂections of at least two different vibrissae.
Surgery and preparation
Mice were deeply anesthetized with ketamine-xylazine (100mg/
kg i.p., 20mg/kg i.p., respectively,) and mounted in a stereo-
taxic apparatus. Supplemental anesthesia (25mg/kg, 5mg/kg)
was administered as necessary to maintain cortical slow oscilla-
tions and weak or absent foot withdrawal reﬂex. A craniotomy
was made which extended 2mm in the anterior-posterior direc-
tion starting from bregma, and 2–4mm in the mediolateral
direction starting from the midline. In most animals this was
sufﬁcient to expose most of the posteriomedial barrel subﬁeld
( P M B S F ) .T h ed u r aw a sr e s e c t e do v e rt h ee n t i r ec r a n i o t o m y .
Once electrodes were inserted, hand stimulation of the
whiskers with audio feedback from the cortical LFPs was used
to determine the approximate location of the electrodes within
the PMBSF. This information was used to determine the whiskers
most suitable for VSD imaging.
Staining
Following Kleinfeld and Delaney (1996), a 1mm3 piece of
gelfoam (Upjohn Pharmacia) was soaked in a warm solution
of the VSD RH795 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, 1mg/mL)
or RH1691 (Optical Imaging, Mountainside, NJ, 1mg/mL) in
0.9% saline and placed on the exposed cortex. Additional dye
was added to keep the gelfoam soaked for 1.5h. After staining
and before recording the exposed surface of the brain was gen-
erously washed with saline to remove unbound dye. Throughout
the experiment the brain surface was rinsed with saline to pre-
vent desiccation. RH795 (Grinvald et al.,1994; Obaidet al., 2004)
and RH1691 (Shoham et al., 1999) are potentiometric styryl dyes
which attach to cell membranes and show a decrease (RH795) or
increase (RH1691) in ﬂuorescence on a microsecond time scale
in response to membrane depolarization. For consistency with
convention all VSD responses shown here are oriented so that
positive-going deﬂections indicate depolarization. When applied
topically in vivo, the dyes stain the supragranular cortical lay-
ers most intensely (Kleinfeld and Delaney, 1996; Petersen et al.,
2003a).Potentiometric dyes arelinearindicators ofVm over phys-
iological ranges (Cohen and Salzberg, 1978; Cohen et al., 1978).
The dye is taken up preferentially by dendrites and cell bodies.
Because layers2/3 areprimarilyneuropil,the signal sourcein vivo
is considered to be mostly from dendrites (Grinvald et al., 1994;
Yuste et al., 1997; Contreras and Llinas, 2001), although a recent
detailed stereological analysis revealed that far more axonal than
dendritic membrane per unit of volume is present in the neuropil
of layers 2 and 3. Some contribution also comes also from glial
cells (Konnerth et al., 1987; Salzberg, 1989).
Optical recordings
Recordings were made with a modiﬁed upright microscope
(Olympus, BX50WI). Epi-illumination was provided by a 12V
halogen lamp. Excitation light was bandpass ﬁltered at 540 ±
20nm; light emitted from the preparation was long-pass ﬁltered
below 600nm. The optical signal was collected with a CCD cam-
era (MiCam01 or Ultima, BrainVision, Japan) with a detector
array of 87 × 60 (Micam01) or 100 × 100 (Ultima) imageable
pixels, at frame rates of 250–500Hz (2–4ms/frame). Frame times
given in ﬁgures and text refer to the end of acquisition of a
frame; for example, a frame labeled 24ms and acquiredat 250Hz
is a measurement of light emitted from 20–24ms poststimu-
lus. The microscope objective was 4X (N.A. = 0.28, Olympus,
Japan). With the Micam01, an Olympus U-TV0.35×Cd e m a g n i -
fying camera adapter was used, resulting in a total magniﬁcation
of 1.4×, imageable area of 1.5× 2mm, and a pixel size of 22 by
22µm (484µm2). With the Micam Ultima, the camera adapter
was not used, resulting in an imageable area of and 2.5 by 2.5mm
with apixel size of23 by23µm(529µm2). Optical recording was
controlled by the BrainVision software.
The fractional ﬂuorescence change received little contribution
from intrinsic metabolic signals related to oxygen delivery. No
data was analyzed beyond 250ms after a stimulus, i.e., the time
between the ﬁrst whisker deﬂection and the peak response to a
second whisker deﬂection 100ms later. In contrast, hemoglobin-
associated absorbance changes have been shown to begin several
hundred milliseconds poststimulus. For example, in Devor et al.
(2003), blood-ﬂow related signals were recorded from 1.5 to 2.5s
after the stimulus whereas LFP and MUA were integrated from
0 to 300ms after the stimulus. The “early signal” or “initial dip”
corresponding to the increase in deoxyhemoglobin by oxygen
delivery to neurons takes almost 1 full second to develop (Frostig
et al., 1990; Kim et al., 2000). Additionally, in experiments with
RH1691, which is not sensitive to hemoglobin changes due to its
shifted absorbance spectrum, the kinetics of the responses were
identical to those seen with RH795.
Electrophysiological recordings
To record LFPs, we constructed arrays of 3 or 4 pairs of tungsten
electrodes (FHC, Bowdoinham, ME), with vertical tip separation
of 0.5mm and horizontal separation of 0.75mm between pairs
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in the array.For each experiment the arraywas advanced into the
cortex at the lateral edge of the craniotomy, normal to the corti-
cal surface, until the upper electrode just entered the pial surface.
Recordingandstimulationwereinbipolarconﬁguration.Thesig-
nal from the electrodes was band-pass ﬁltered between 0.1 and
300Hz to obtain LFP recordings, and between 300 and 10000Hz
to obtain multiunit recordings (MUA). Measurements of MUA
and LFP were made at the periphery of the stimulated area, to
allow for imaging over the greatest possible cortical area.
Whisker stimulation
Areliableopticalresponsewasﬁrstobtainedfromasinglewhisker
inresponse to a100ms ramp-and-holddeﬂection (8msrise time,
1300◦/s, calibrated as for (Wilent and Contreras, 2004)i nt h e
ventral direction with a piezoelectric device (Simons, 1983). For
simultaneous stimulation of two whiskers, two whiskers were
threaded into the same piezo-controlled tube. For multiwhisker
sequences, an air puff (Picospritzer, Intracel, Herts (UK), 10ms,
2–5PSI)wasdirected todeﬂectanothersinglewhiskerorgroupof
whiskersintheventraldirection usinga1mmdiameterglasscap-
illary tube bent into an “L” shape. Great care was taken to ensure
that no whiskers were unintentionally stimulated; when neces-
sary, nearby whiskers were trimmed away. Once clear responses
had been evoked from two whiskers, pairs of deﬂections were
presented at an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 100ms.
Cytochrome oxidase histology
At the conclusion of an imaging experiment, two ﬁducial marks
were made by advancing an electrode into two different loca-
tions in the imaged cortex. Reference images in register with the
VSD recordings were taken with these new marks. Animals were
perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1M sodium phosphate
buffer (PBS). Brains were postﬁxed overnight in the same ﬁxa-
tive and the cortex was ﬂattened by pressing gently between two
clean microscope slides submerged on PBS. One hundred micron
thick tangential sections were cut in a vibratome (Vibratome
1000-plus). In order to reveal the barrels, tissue was treated with
3,3 -Diaminobenzidine(DBA,SigmaD-5905)andCytochromeC
fromhorseheart(SigmaC-2506)accordingto(Wong-Riley1979)
with some modiﬁcations. Brieﬂy, sections were washed in 0.1M
PBS (3×10min) atroom temperature andincubated in amixture
of 0.1M PBS with 10% methanol (Fisher Scientiﬁc BP1105-1)
and 1% hydrogen peroxide (Sigma H-1009) for 15min at room
temperature, washed again in PBS (3×10min) and kept in the
dark shaking overnight at 4◦C in 0.1M PBS containing 4g
sucrose, 50mg DBA (Sigma) and 30mg of cytochrome oxidase
per 100ml of PBS. The following day, tissue was washed in PBS,
mounted on subbed glass slides, dehydrated, and coverslipped.
Trial sorting
Optical data was collected as single trials, with no online
blank subtraction or online averaging. We identiﬁed transitions
between states by visual inspection of the simultaneously and
continuously recorded LFP from S1 cortex, and classiﬁed the
single-trial optical recordings into three groups: trials occurring
in the down-state, trials occurring in the up-state, and trials in
which the stimulus caused a transition to the up-state.
Barrel binning
The tracks left by the ﬁeld potential electrodes, in combination
with the additional ﬁducial marks made at the end of the exper-
iment, were used to align the barrel outlines from histology with
the fractional ﬂuorescence images. This allowed binning of pixels
into signals corresponding to the average activity within barrel-
columns.The marginoferrorforthe alignmentof barrelswasthe
width of a single electrode, which is close to the width of septa.
Data analysis
Optical data wascollected asdifferential ﬂuorescence anddivided
by a reference image acquired automatically at the start of each
trial to produce fractional ﬂuorescence ( F/F) data which was
used forallanalysisandﬁgures. Post-processing consisted ofaver-
aging of single trials after screening (see below) followed by bin-
ning into barrels as described above. For claritythe images shown
in Figure4 were ﬁltered with a ﬂat 3 × 3 kernel. All analysis was
done with custom routines written in Igor Pro (Wavemetrics,
Lake Oswego, OR).
QUANTIFICATION OF RESPONSES
Area functions (Figure4B, right) were computed by counting the
number of pixels in each frame with values atleast 2 SD above the
prestimulus noise at that pixel. These values were then multiplied
by the pixel size to produce areas in mm2. The number of barrel
columns participating in a response (Figures5 and 6) was mea-
sured by ﬁrst projecting the histologically identiﬁed barrel map
onto the optical recording using ﬁducial marks (see Civillico and
Contreras, 2006 Figure1), and binning the pixels into column-
sized regions accordingly. Average time traces were then taken
using these barrel-column regions of interest. The determination
of a response for barrel column counts was performed by com-
paring the maximum amplitude of each barrel column signal in a
100ms window following the stimulus with a threshold based on
the prestimulus SD of the barrel column signal.
POLAR AMPLITUDE PLOTS
Polar amplitude plots (Figures7, 8, 9, 10) were computed as fol-
lows: a grid schematic of the barrel ﬁeld was divided into eight
radial half-quadrant sectors with the stimulated whisker taken as
the center. Each barrel column accessible to the VSD recording
was mapped to a sector based on its angular position relative to
the stimulated whisker on the schematized grid. The values of the
mapped quantity (amplitude, slope, latency, etc.) were averaged
for each radial sector and plotted using polar coordinates.
Polar amplitude plots in Figures7, 8,a n d10 were normalized
by maximum polarity as follows: each eight-point plot con-
sisted of four pairs separated by 180◦, representing four possible
axes of polarity. The largest polarity or maximum anisotropy
was identiﬁed by comparing the members of each of these four
pairs, and the smaller value of that pair was used to normalize
the histogram.To facilitate comparison with the center hyper-
polarization, polar amplitude plots in Figure9 were normalized
according to the value of the center hyperpolarization.
Quantiﬁcation of divisive suppression
To quantify the divisive suppression of whisker responses as a
function ofradialposition,thetransientratio(TR)wascalculated
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FIGURE 1 | Diversity of spontaneous LFP patterns in mouse barrel cortex
under ketamine-xylazine anesthesia. (A–F), left column: Selected 20s
epochs of LFP displaying typical variation in electrographic features.
Recordings from same preparation (A–B, C–D) grouped with brackets. Sleep
spindles in B, C, D, indicated by “s.” Paroxystic events in F indicated by
asterisks. Middle column: distributions of LFP amplitude over 10min periods
containing the corresponding epochs shown at left. Right column: power in
the 0–2Hz frequency band for the same periods. Except where indicated, all
recordings shown in this study were performed in the bistable, deeply
anesthetized state corresponding to the recordings in A or E.
as the magnitude of the second whisker transient following a
preceding whisker response, divided by the size of the second
whisker response alone. TR polar amplitude plots for second
whisker responses were calculated as for the single response mea-
surements, with different choices of origin as described in results.
RESULTS
LFP AND MUA WHISKER RESPONSES DURING THE SLOW
OSCILLATION
The slow oscillation under anesthesia is characterized by spon-
taneous and widespread changes in membrane potential and
ﬁring probability. Our goal was to examine the effect of these
well-characterized rhythmic neuronal excitability changes on the
spatiotemporal properties of sensory responses measured with
voltage sensitive dyes (VSDs) in vivo.I no r d e rt ou n d e r s t a n d
the effect of network state on sensory responses it is critical
to ﬁrst understand the variability of the oscillation under anes-
thesia and, perhaps more importantly, the interaction between
single stimuli and the spontaneous cycles of oscillation. We
reasoned that, if down-state stimuli could trigger new up-states,
such responses must be analyzed separately from the other
down-state responses. Because the period of the slow oscil-
lation is much longer than the optical recordings, to mon-
itor the spontaneous electrical activity on which responses
were superimposed, we recorded the LFPs and MUA from
the primary somatosensory cortex. The recordings shown in
Figure1 illustrate the rich variability of the anesthetized prepa-
ration. Under deep and stable anesthesia, the spontaneous LFP
was characterized by a prominent and stable slow oscillation
(<1Hz) consisting of alternating positive and negative waves
(Figures1A,C,E, 2). Deepening of anesthesia resulted in an
increase in amplitude and decrease in frequency of the slow
oscillation, which reached values as low as 0.3Hz (Figure1E).
Conversely, lightening of anesthesia was characterized by a
progressive reduction in the amplitude of the slow oscilla-
tion (Figures1B,D and Figures2A,B, “activated”). We measured
the bistability of EEG patterns by computing the distribu-
tion of amplitude values over 10min periods (middle column,
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FIGURE 2 | Sensory responses interact with ongoing network activity as
visualized in the LFP . (A) LFP trials at compressed time scale, arranged from
top to bottom by phase of sensory stimulus with respect to ongoing
spontaneous oscillation. (B) Expanded time scale of four examples from A,
showing differing structure of LFP responses to triggered-up (blue), down
(black), up (brown), and “activated (gray).” As in A, traces are aligned to the
stimulus time which is indicated by the dotted line. (C) Compressed time
scale of three examples indicated by the colored bars in A showing the
relationship between the stimulus and the oscillation. Traces are aligned on
the end of an up-state to highlight the difference in down-state lengths.
Green and blue arrowheads indicate stimulus times for green and blue
traces, respectively. The red trace shows a cycle without a stimulus for
comparison (see red bar in A). (D) Distributions (left) and cumulative
distributions (right) of time measurements showing effects of state
changes and responses on each other. RED: lengths of down-states
which end spontaneously (compare to red trace in 1C). BLUE: lengths of
down-states which end in a stimulus-associated up-state transition
(compare to blue trace in 1C). GREEN: interval between the start of a
down-state and a stimulus that did not trigger an up-state transition.
Down-state shortening due to stimulus: green is shorter than blue
(K–S test, p < 0.01); Up-state refractory period: blue is shorter than red
(K–S test, p < 0.01).
distributions). When the EEG alternated between two stable
states, the distributions contained two separated peaks (A, E),
or occasionally a peak with a prominent shoulder, indicating a
greaterproportionofintermediate valuesduetofrequentspindles
(C). Wecomputedpowerspectra for10minEEGperiods. During
periods of deep anesthesia the power spectrum was dominated
by a peak between 0 and 1Hz; under lighter anesthesia this peak
was absent. For the data presented below, we controlled the level
of anesthesia as to maintain a stable slow oscillation (see below
Figure2).Wewillrefertothenegative phaseoftheLFPduringthe
slowoscillation,inwhichneuronsaredepolarized,astheup-state,
and to the quiescent, depth-positive waves, in which neurons are
hyperpolarized, as the down-state.
Whisker stimuli were delivered at a ﬁxed frequency
(0.1–0.2Hz) and, therefore, occurred randomly with respect to
the ongoing slow oscillation. Because the stimulus frequency
was much slower than the oscillation frequency, we recorded
many oscillation cycles which contained no stimulus. The shape
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of the whisker responses was strongly modulated by the slow
oscillation and, reciprocally, whisker responses entrained slow
oscillation cycles, both in a phase-dependent manner (Figure2).
To illustrate the phase dependence between whisker responses
and the slow oscillation, we ordered the LFP responses accord-
ing to the phase in which they occurred (Figure2A). Stimuli
occurring in the second half of the down-state (>420ms after the
termination of the preceding up-state in this example) triggered
an e wu p - s t a t e( Figures2B and C, blue trace). Stimuli delivered
early during the down-state did not trigger a new up-state but
generated a large monophasic response lasting approximately
200ms (Figures2B and C, green trace). When stimuli occurred
during the up-state, responses consisted of a short negative
wave, followed by a positive wave and a return to the steady
level of the up-state (Figure2B, brown trace). Stimuli delivered
during occasional periods when the slow oscillation was absent
(similar to an activated EEG) (Figure2A,b o t t o mt r a c e ,d e t a i li n
Figure2B) generated a smaller amplitude response not followed
by a large hyperpolarization. We did not observe changes in
duration of the down-state when the stimuli occurred during
the up-state, nor did we observe premature termination of the
up-state by the occurrence of a whisker response. A typical
triggered up-state is shown in Figure2C (blue trace) with respect
to a spontaneous cycle (red trace) and with respect to a response
that does not trigger an up-state (green trace).
We quantiﬁed the effect of whisker stimulation on the ongoing
activity by plotting the distribution of the durations of the down-
states (n = 16 mice, 3968 total oscillatory periods; Figure2D).
To compensate for the variability in oscillation period across
experiments, we normalized the down-state durations within
each experiment to the median spontaneous duration for that
experiment. The normalized distributions were added to obtain
population distributions (Figure2D, left), which were integrated
to obtain population cumulative histograms (Figure2D,r i g h t ) .
The distributions show that down-states that were terminated by
a sensory triggered up-state (blue trace) were signiﬁcantly shorter
than those terminating spontaneously (red trace, p < 0.01, K–S
test), demonstrating that responses to whisker stimulation effec-
tively reduced the duration of the down-state by triggering a new
cycle of the slow oscillation. Responses that failed to trigger an
up-state (green trace) occurred signiﬁcantly earlier (hence, closer
to the termination of a previous oscillatory cycle) than those
that succeeded (green histogram vs. blue histogram, Figure2D,
p < 0.01, K–S test), which shows that the slow oscillation has
a refractory period, as shown previously in vitro (Sanchez-Vives
and McCormick, 2000).
The phase-dependence and duration of the LFP response
was paralleled by the MUA recorded on the same electrodes
(Figure3). Spontaneous spiking activity occurred exclusively
during up-states and paralleled the duration of the up-states
recorded in the LFP, demonstrating that up-states represent sus-
tained depolarization (Figure3A). We quantiﬁed the MUA by
constructing peristimulus time histograms (PSTH) from spikes
isolatedusinganarbitrarythreshold(Figure3A,redline).Stimuli
arriving during established up-states caused a short-latency mul-
tiunit response followed by a trough indicating inhibition which
was strong enough to completely suppress ﬁring for at least
50ms (Figure3B,t o pp a n e l ) .S t i m u l ia r r i v i n ge a r l yi nt h ed o w n -
state triggered a phasic response which was sometimes followed
by a temporally broader, lower-amplitude rebound (Figure3B,
middle panel). As described for LFP responses, stimuli arriving
later in the down-state triggered an up-state (Figure3B,b o t -
tom panel) and the response was characterized by a large initial
MUA peak, followed by a valley and then a resumption of the
activity level seen in spontaneous up-states. Neither the initial
peak nor the valley were present in the ﬁring pattern during
spontaneous up-states (Figure3B, bottom panel, red open his-
tograms), indicating that the sensory response was to a certain
degree additive with the up-state which it triggered. Thus, the
slow oscillation showed a refractory period after which sensory
responses to whisker deﬂections successfully triggered a new up-
state. However, sensory responses did not terminate or delay
an up-state. Furthermore, hyperpolarizing inhibition was only
present in the sensory responses during the up-state. This is likely
due to several effects of the more depolarized membrane poten-
tial, including an increased driving force for GABA-mediated
chloride currents in pyramidal cells, as well as the increased
ﬁring probability of inhibitory interneurons. Thus, our results
demonstrate that sensory responses are not only modulated by
spontaneous activity, but also entrain it. Furthermore, sensory
responses engage local circuit inhibition in a state-dependent
manner.
RESPONSES RECORDED WITH VOLTAGE SENSITIVE DYES
The LFP (Figure2)a n dM U A( Figure3) recordings illustrate the
state-dependence of responses atsingle locations. To quantifythis
state-dependence over the entire surface of the barrel cortex, we
recorded the population Vm response from the supragranular
layers with VSDs (Figure4). The simultaneous LFP and MUA
recordings allowed determination of the state of the network at
all times, providing an independent means to classify the VSD
responses for analysis. Optical responses were sorted according
to state based on the simultaneously recorded LFP and 10 trials
per state were averaged together to produce three sub-averages
(for consistency with intracellular recordings all VSD responses
shown here are oriented so that net depolarization is indicated
by upward deﬂections). In the example shown in Figure4A,a
deﬂection of whisker D2 during the up-state (top row) resulted
in a low-amplitude depolarizing response, beginning above the
D2 barrel at 22ms and spreading to all other barrels, which
was followed by a large and widespread hyperpolarization vis-
ible over the entire barrel ﬁeld at 172ms. Responses occurring
early in the down-state (middle row) showed a larger depolar-
ization and an absence of hyperpolarization, and failed to trigger
an up-state. When the stimulus occurred later in the down-state
and triggered an up-state (bottom row), the response was larger
and of shorter latency than that occurring during the down-state.
Consistent with the LFPrecordings, the triggered up-state wasthe
largest optical response and lead to a strong widespread depolar-
ization with a long latency and long duration. The difference in
response amplitude between states can be best appreciated in the
ﬂ u o r e s c e n c es i g n a la v e r a g e do v e rt h ep r i n c i p a lb a r r e lb e i n ga c t i -
vated (Figure4B, left column, D2 in this example) but may also
clearly be observed in the column-averaged signal in individual
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FIGURE 3 | Response variability in the MUA as a function of network
state. (A) Three cycles of spontaneous EEG. Top trace (MUA) was ﬁltered at
30–10000 Hz and concurrent LFP recording was ﬁltered at 0.1–100 Hz. Thin
red line indicates threshold used to detect events used in peristimulus
histogram (PSTH). (B) MUA responses to whisker deﬂections, grouped by
time with respect to the slow oscillation. Top: responses in up-state. Note
inhibition revealed by trough in PSTH during up-state. Middle: Short-lasting
responses in down-state. Bottom: Stimulus triggers up-state. Red line shows
the histogram of spontaneous up-state, superimposed. All data is from same
experiment shown in Figure 1.
trials(thin traces). Thatsuch differences arerobustacrossthe sur-
face is shown by the fact that single pixel, single trial behavior is
consistently similar to the average (Figure4B, middle column).
The peaks of the ﬂuorescence responses during the down- (blue
traces) and the up-(red traces) states were 49% and 15% of the
peak of the triggered up-state (blue traces), respectively. Finally,
consistentwithitscorrespondingLFPresponse,the VSDresponse
intheup-stat er eturnedt obaselinemor equicklythanintheother
states (∼50ms).
Clear responses with these same basic features were visible in
state-averagedrecordingsfromsinglepixels(529µm2,Figure 4B,
middlecolumn).Toquantifythedifferencesinthespatialspreadof
the responses, wemeasuredthe total depolarizedarea(Figure 4B,
right column, see “Methods”) as a function of time. In the
representative example of Figure 4, the depolarized area of the
responseduringthedown-statereachedamaximumof62%ofthe
visible barrel cortex (1.4mm2 at 56ms (Figure 4B,r i g h t ,b l a c k
trace).Incontrast,intheup-statethedepolarizedareawassmaller
(Figure 4B, right, red trace), consistent with a previous report
(Petersen etal.,2003b),reaching amaximumof24%ofthevisible
barrel cortex 0.45mm2 at 40ms. This depolarizing response was
followed by a hyperpolarization encompassing the entire visible
barrel cortex by 150ms (top row, rightmost frame). Finally, the
depolarization of the triggered-up state reached 0.93mm2 by
34ms, and extended over 1.6mm2 by 150ms (Figure 4B,r i g h t ,
blue trace). Only the response in the up-state had a signiﬁcant
hyperpolarizing component. The average of the population (n =
22) measurement of depolarized area is shown in Figure 4B.
Because the triggered up-state responses consist almost entirely
ofself-generated recurrent activity in cortex, their spatiotemporal
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FIGURE 4 | Spatiotemporal proﬁle of whisker response is dependent on
brain state. (A) Snapshots at ﬁve consecutive times during responses to
identical deﬂections of the D2 whisker. Top row: in up-state. Middle row: in
down-state, early. Bottom row: in down-state, late, triggering an up-state.
Image series were averaged from 10 single trials for each state. (B) (Left)
Fluorescence traces from the stimulated barrel of the same three recordings,
color corresponds to labels at left of image series in A. Vertical lines indicate
times of frames in A. Thin lines: individual trials. Thick lines: average
of thin lines. (Middle) Single pixel traces in the different states. Locations
indicated on grayscale frame at bottom left. (Right, upper panel) Thresholded
depolarized areas as a function of time. Vertical lines indicate times
of frames in A. (Right, lower panel) Average depolarized areas as a
function of time (n = 22 experiments). Shaded area
indicates ± SEM.
properties are not comparable with those of the other sensory
responses. Therefore, we will not consider the triggered-up state
responses further. Thus, the remaining analysis will be concerned
onlywithresponsesduringup-statesandresponsesduringdown-
states that did not trigger an up-state.
Inspection of the up-state responses in images such as those
shown in Figure4A suggested that despite being fewer in num-
ber, activated pixels in the up-state were distributed across a large
portion of the visible barrel cortex, suggesting that the number of
barrel columns activated maynot signiﬁcantly differ across states.
Suchanobservationwouldimplythat,ratherthan“sharpening” a
simple sensory representation, depolarization of the cortical net-
work would instead function to make the representation sparser
while remaining distributed. In order to quantify and compare
the number of responding barrel columns across states we aver-
aged the ﬂuorescent signal inside each barrel column area (see
“Methods”). We counted as responding barrel columns (n = 30
whisker responses in 20 mice) those in which ﬂuorescence tran-
sient values crossed an arbitrary threshold expressed in units
of standard deviation (SD, z-scores) of the prestimulus baseline
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(Figure5). Because varying threshold revealed a difference in the
number ofbarrels showing a response, we systematically explored
the effect of detection threshold in the comparison between up-
and down-states. As expected, the number of barrels included
in the response decreased with increasing threshold (Figure5A).
More importantly, the effect of increasing threshold was par-
allel between up- and down-states (Figure5A,r e da n db l a c k
trace, respectively); for all thresholds in which there was a dif-
ference there were more barrels responding in the down-state.
At a threshold of 3SD, all barrels included in the image were
responding in both states. But even at 5SD most of the barrels
responded during both down- and up-states. We quantiﬁed the
difference between up-and down-states by measuring the thresh-
old level at which the number of barrel-columns participating
in the response crossed below half of its maximum. Because we
converted response amplitudes into z-scores (response amplitude
divided by prestimulus SD), we refer to this value as z1/2.I na l l
experiments, z1/2 was lower for the up-state than for the down-
state. The population average of the ratio of z1/2 between up and
down-state was0.40 ± 0.03 (Figure5B, mean and SEM indicated
by the red circle with error bars).
To compare the number of depolarizing columns between the
up- and down-states for the population, we arbitrarily chose two
thresholds, one low (z = 2) and one high (z = 10). (Figure5C,
left). When the threshold was2SD above backgroundnoise (min-
imalresponse, z = 2i nFigure5C), we observedthat the majority
of barrel columns participated in responses in both up and down
states, and the difference between the two states was statistically
signiﬁcant (Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, p < 0.01). The column
counts at lower threshold values showed that some degree of
depolarizing response propagated over most of the imaged area
in both the up- and down-states. Thus, at the level of barrel
columns, responses in both the up- and the down-states spread
over almost the entire barrel cortex. By combining pixels into a
barrel column signal, we decreased the noise and became able to
resolve a smaller response. The number of responding columns
in the up-state is greater than what has been implied by previ-
ous work (Petersen et al., 2003b) ,ad i f f e r e n c ew ea t t r i b u t et oa n
increase in sensitivity over previous work due to (1) binning pix-
els over a columnar area and (2) recent improvements in CCD
technology. Because the entire barrel ﬁeld could not be imaged in
all experiments, we normalized the number of responsive barrels
by the total number of imaged barrels in order to better compare
populationdatabetweenstates(Figure5C,right); the effects were
unchanged. When the threshold was increased to 10 SD above
background noise, fewer columns responded in both up- and
down-states,butthedecreasewasgreater intheup-state(decrease
was from 98% to 41% in the down-state, and from 74% to 6.3%
in the up-state).
RESPONSES TO TWO WHISKERS
Because under natural conditions many whiskers are stimulated
simultaneously, and because single whisker responses have been
shown to inﬂuence one another, we extended our context-based
analysis to multiwhisker responses. In a subset of experiments
(8/30), we threaded two adjacent whiskers into the glass of the
same piezoelectric stimulator. This had no effect on the average
FIGURE 5 | Columnar extent of depolarizing responses in up and
down-states. (A) Count of participating barrels as a function of chosen
ﬂuorescence (z-score) threshold for down-(black) and up-(red) states in an
example experiment. Vertical dotted line indicates a z1/2 of 1. (B) Up-state
z1/2 values for all experiments (each normalized to the corresponding
down-state); red dot indicates mean. (C) Raw (left) and normalized (right)
column counts for minimal response (z = 2) and large response (z = 10)
thresholds in up- and down- states. Statistically signiﬁcant differences
between up and down-state counts (Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, p < 0.01)
are indicated with the ∗.
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columnar extent of responses in either the up- or the down-state.
Wemapped the peak responsein unitsofSD (z-scores) atallpixel
locations and superimposed the histologically determined barrel
map onto these maps; this showed that in both states there were
statistically signiﬁcant responses in all columns (Figure6A, color
scale starts at 2SD). The same effect is seen in the barrel-column
averagedpixeltraces(Figure6A,bott ompanels).W eav eragedthe
extent of columnar responses as for single-whisker responses and
found the same effect (Figure6B). In all subsequent data analy-
sis, single and multiple whisker responses are pooled. This strong
sublinearity of the summation of responses from more than one
whisker when activated at a negligible time interval is consis-
tent with our earlier detailed study of multiwhisker response
interactions (Civillico and Contreras, 2006).
SPATIAL ASYMMETRY IN THE DEPOLARIZING RESPONSE
We compared barrel-column averaged traces from different parts
of the barrel ﬁeld and detected a consistent asymmetry in spa-
tial distribution of response amplitude in the up-state only
(Figure7A). In the example of Figure7A, after stimulation of D2
during the up-state, the peak amplitude of the response in the
D1 column was 50% less than that in the D2 column, whereas the
amplitudewasunchangedfromD2toD3.Thiseffect wasnotseen
in the down-state. There was a similar but less pronounced effect
along the arc axis: in the down-state, the responses in C2 and E2
w e r et h es a m es i z ea si nD 2( Figure7A, left). However, in the up-
state, the response in the E2 column was 5% larger, whereas that
in the C2 column was 5% smaller. This result shows that in the
up-state, responses were asymmetric with respect to direction of
propagation.
We quantiﬁed this asymmetry of propagation by binning
the barrel ﬁeld into eight radial quadrants with the stimulated
whisker at the center, and generating polar plots of response
amplitude (Figures7B and C). We normalized the polar plots in
order to compare their shapes (see “Methods”). The bias toward
higher numbered arcs seen in the example traces (Figure7A)i s
clear in the normalized barrel column polarity plot for this exam-
ple (Figure7B, upper panel) and was also clear in the entire pop-
ulation of barrel column-averaged recordings (Figure7B,l o w e r
panel).Inthedirection ofmaximumasymmetry (indicated bythe
arrow in 7B) the average response in the preferred propagation
direction was 1.6 times greater than the anti-preferred direction
in the up-state vs. 1.3 times greater in the anti-preferred direction
in the down-state.
The asymmetry in amplitude of the barrel-averaged responses
could be due to a larger number of responding pixels within the
barrel or to a greater response from the same number of pixels.
Thus, we measured the percentage of responding pixels (response
density) within all imaged barrel-columns as a function of time
and plotted the value as radial averages in the same way as with
t h er e s pon s eam plit udeabo v e( Figure7).Up-state responsesused
a smaller percentage of the barrels (averaging 20% vs. 60% in the
down-state), consistent with the more granular responses in the
up-state images shown in Figures4 and 6.T h e r ew a sn os i g n i ﬁ -
cant polarity to the peak densities of responses indicating that the
asymmetry in the spatial distribution of barrel column-averaged
signalsduringup-stateresponses(Figure7B)isduetodifferences
FIGURE 6 | Absence of signiﬁcant differences between the columnar
extent of two-whisker and one-whisker responses. (A) Maps of peak
response at each pixel over 40ms poststimulus in response to the indicated
whisker deﬂections in down- and up-states. Peak maps were constructed
from averages of 15 recordings per state. (B) (Left) Barrel-column-averaged
traces from same example as A. Statistically signiﬁcant differences
between up and down-state counts (Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, p < 0.01)
are indicated with the ∗. (Right) Comparison of z1/2 values in down- and
up-states for single whisker and multiwhisker experiments.
in amplitude and not to differences in the number of responding
pixels within each barrel-column.
We also examined the polarity of the response time course.
There was no signiﬁcant polarity to the onset latency (Figure8,
left). Rise times, however, were signiﬁcantly longer in the down-
state toward the A row and lower-numbered arcs. In the up-state
t h er i s et i m e sw e r em o r ee v e n l yd i s t r i b u t e d( Figure8, middle).
The initial slopes of responses were signiﬁcantly larger in the
down-row direction in both up- and down-states, but the effect
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FIGURE 7 | Depolarizing response amplitude distribution is not
homogeneous in the up-state. (A) Barrel-column-averaged traces from a
cross-shaped subregion of the barrel ﬁeld, with the stimulated whisker (D2)
at the center. Top: along row-axis comparison. Bottom: along arc-axis
comparison. (B) Radial plot of response amplitude; same experiment as A.
(C) Population radial plot of response density.
was more pronounced in the up-state (Figure8,r i g h t ) .I ns u m -
mary, the population depolarizing responses at the subthreshold
level show greater asymmetry when the network is depolarized:
the depolarizing response spreads preferentially along the rows
toward higher-numbered arcs.
SPATIAL ASYMMETRY OF THE RESPONSE HYPERPOLARIZATION
We next studied how subsequent whisker deﬂections would be
differentially affected by the state of the network. Previous stud-
ies havedemonstrated strong suppressionofwhiskerresponses by
a combination of well-known postsynaptic cellular mechanisms
(Coombs et al., 1955; Llinas et al., 1974; Simons, 1985; Simons
and Carvell,1989; Holtand Koch, 1997; Mooreand Nelson, 1998;
Higley and Contreras, 2003, 2005; Civillico and Contreras, 2006).
Subtractiveeffects areduetoareductioninthepeaklevelofasub-
sequent response due to the lowering of the baseline caused by a
preceding response. As shown by the two examples in Figure9A,
whisker responses during the up-state were followed by a sharp
hyperpolarization below baseline. We measured this hyperpolar-
ization at 100ms after a single stimulus and found that it had
a consistent spatial pattern across experiments (Figure9B). It
appeared ﬁrst over the barrel columns corresponding to more
ventral whiskers (the D and E row), where it also reached its
largest amplitude (see barrel traces in Figure9A).
Thisspatialpatterndidnotappearasso-called“surroundinhi-
bition” (Derdikman et al., 2003,t h e i rFigure6), since the wave
moved indiscriminately across the stimulated whisker’s barrel.
In other words, the stimulated whisker’s barrel participated in
the wave at the same time as its neighbors, rather than after a
delay or not at all, as in what is often described as a “surround”
response. To demonstrate this, the average values in Figure9B
were normalized to the level of the stimulated whisker’s barrel.
We note that many values in the surround have normalized val-
ues less than 1, indicating that the spatial pattern of inhibition
was greater at the center than in many of the surround locations.
Thus, whisker deﬂection-triggered inhibition resembles more a
wave than an annulus around the principal barrel. As expected,
the hyperpolarizing wave was not observed in the down-state,
most likely due to the hyperpolarized membrane potential that
characterizes this state (Steriade et al., 1993a,c).
Finally, to measure the effects of network state on input inte-
gration, we performed experiments in which a second whisker
wasdeﬂected 100msaftertheﬁrstone.Thisinterstimulusinterval
produces the strongest whisker-to-whisker suppression (Civillico
and Contreras, 2006) and seems equivalent to the 20ms inter-
val in the anesthetized rat (Simons, 1985; Shimegi et al., 1999,
2000; HigleyandContreras, 2003).We quantiﬁedthe suppression
of the second response by calculating a TR, as the magnitude of
the response following the ﬁrst whisker, divided by the size of the
response alone(Figure10). A completesuppressionofthesecond
response gives a TRof 0 while an unchanged second response will
result in a TR of 1. Values of TR above 1 indicate response facili-
tation. Unlike single-cell experiments, these experiments produce
values of TR for the entire spatial extent of the barrel ﬁeld. As in
the previous analyses, we binned the barrel ﬁeld into eight radial
quadrants so as to compute averaged TR values as a function of
angular position with respect to the second stimulated barrel-
column. An example of this analysis for a single experiment is
shown in Figure10A (barrel maps at left, polar plot at right).
The origin of the polar plot is the location of the second stimu-
latedwhisker’sbarrel.Theangularlocationofwhisker1relative to
whisker 2 is indicated “w1” and in this example corresponded to
225◦ (positive angles moving counterclockwise, origin at right).
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FIGURE 8 | Polarity of depolarizing response timing is
accentuated in the up-state. Left: population radial plot of
response onset time. Middle: population radial plot of response
rise time. Right: population radial plot of response slope. Before
averaging, data from individual experiments were normalized to
the smaller of the two values on the axis of maximum anisotropy
as described in Methods. The gray circles have a radius of 1 on this
scale.
The outer radius of the polar plot corresponds to a TR of 1, indi-
cating no suppression. All angular locations relative to the second
stimulated whisker showed some degree of suppression (TR <1)
in both the up- and down-states (consistent with our previous
study (Civillico and Contreras, 2006)i nw h i c ht r i a l sw e r en o t
sub-averagedbystate). Suppressionwasgreaterinthedown-state.
However, the spatial pattern of suppression shown in the bar-
rel maps (Figure10A, left and middle columns) was similar in
the up- and down-states: suppression was greatest in the part of
the barrel ﬁeld corresponding to the ventral posterior whiskers
(arcs 1,2, rows D,E), and decreased in a gradient toward the bar-
rels corresponding to more dorsal and more anterior whiskers.
In the example shown the direction of greatest suppression cor-
responds to the direction of the previously stimulated whisker’s
barrel. When many angular plots were averaged with the whisker
1 directions aligned (n = 10, Figure10B, left), suppression was
clearlyseen tobebiasedinthe direction ofwhisker1(indicated by
“w1”andarrowonpolarplot).However,whentheradialTRplots
were rotated and re-averaged to be oriented to the barrel ﬁeld
map (i.e., with w1 directions pointing in their original various
directions), the directional biasof suppression,ratherthan disap-
pearing, became even more pronounced(Figure10B,right). This
indicates that the effect was not entirely caused by the location of
the previously stimulated whisker in either up- or down-states,
but rather appeared to be yet another intrinsic polarity of the
barrel ﬁeld, possibly related to the row bias observed with the
single-whisker responses.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we examined the effect of ongoing network activity
on the spatiotemporal properties of population responses mea-
sured with VSD imaging. We used LFP and MUA recordings
in the anesthetized mouse to conﬁrm the presence of two well-
deﬁned network states in our preparation and to characterize the
phasedependenceoftheinteraction between thesensorystimulus
and the ongoing oscillation. We found important variability in
the slow oscillation, for which we accounted in our analysis. We
observed that down-state stimuli could trigger a transition to the
up-state only after the refractory period following each cycle of
the oscillation. We excluded responses triggering up-states from
the analysis of down-state responses because triggered up-states
mainly consist of self-generated recurrent cortical activity. After
classifying VSD trials by state using the simultaneous LFP record-
ings, we compared the spatiotemporal properties of the sensory
responses and their interactions across the entire barrel ﬁeld
between up- and down-states.
In the up-state, whisker deﬂections triggered a distributed
depolarizationwhich wassmaller in amplitudeand area thanthat
observed in the down-state, but nonetheless involved most of
the barrel ﬁeld. The spatial distribution of whisker-driven exci-
tation during the up-state was characterized by (1) fewer barrel
columns,(2)lowerresponsedensity(smallernumberofpixelsper
responding barrel column) and (3) asymmetrical amplitude dis-
tribution across the barrel ﬁeld with higher response amplitude
along the row-axistoward higher numbered arcs, with no match-
ing change in response density. Although fewer columns showed
high-amplitude responses in the up-state, using barrel-column
averaged VSD signals we found that most columns participated
in the responses in both states. As expected, this meant that we
observed little change in number of participating columns when
comparing one and two-whisker responses. In the up-state, but
not in the down-state, response depolarization was followed by a
spatially distributed hyperpolarizing response, which propagated
along the arc-axis, preferentially toward the A row. Finally, we
examined the state-dependence of the extensively studied phe-
nomenon of cross-whisker suppression. At a 100ms deﬂection
interval,wefoundthatsuppressionshowedanasymmetry similar
tothatoftheup-statedepolarizingresponsewhichwasapparently
independent of the relative locations of stimulated whiskers. This
asymmetry was not dependent on network state.
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FIGURE 9 | Polarity of hyperpolarizing response observed in the
up-state. (A) Examples of barrel-column maps from individual experiments
showing the level of hyperpolarizing VSD signal at the indicated time after a
stimulus, and the corresponding VSD traces. Principal barrel column
corresponding to the deﬂected whisker is outlined with a thick yellow
square. (B) Population average of the direction of inhibition. Angles are
measured from the barrel corresponding to the ﬁrst stimulated whisker.
Before averaging, data from individual experiments were normalized to the
hyperpolarizing level observerd in the stimulated whisker’s barrel-column
trace. The gray circle has a radius of 1 on this scale.
THE SLOW OSCILLATION
The dynamic cellular relationships in cortex and thalamus dur-
ing the slow oscillation have been extensively characterized
with single and dual intracellular recordings in vivo (Steriade
et al., 1993a; Amzica and Steriade, 1995; Contreras and Steriade,
1995; Contreras et al., 1996) and in cortical (Sanchez-Vives and
McCormick, 2000) and thalamic (Blethyn et al., 2006)s l i c e s
invitro.Itisknownthatinthe up-statemostcorticalandthalamic
cells are depolarized by ∼10–20mV relative to the down-state,
that they receive barrages of synaptic input in which excitatory
and inhibitory drive are balanced (Compte et al., 2003; Shu et al.,
2003a;Haideretal.,2006),andthatthe powerinthegammaband
(20–50Hz) of intracellular Vm and extracellularly recorded LFP
activity is increased (Steriade et al., 1996). This high-frequency
activity is synchronous only over short distances (Steriade and
Amzica, 1996), in contrast to the long-range synchrony of the
slow oscillations (Amzica and Steriade, 1995; Destexhe et al.,
1999). Both experimental and modeling studies have shown that
the input resistance of cortical cells is lowered by the increased
synaptic drive during depolarized states (Destexhe et al., 2003;
Shu et al., 2003b; Sachdev et al., 2004 but see Waters and
Helmchen, 2006).
THE SLOW OSCILLATION AND EVOKED RESPONSES
The effect on evoked responses of ongoing transitions between
up- and down-states has been studied with intracellular and
whole-cell patch recordings and has led to conﬂicting results.
Single cell responses to electrical stimulation in cat motor cor-
tex (Timofeev et al., 1996; Rosanova and Timofeev, 2005), to
visual stimulation in cat visual cortex (Azouz and Gray, 1999)
and to electrical stimulation of white matter in slices in vitro
(Shu et al., 2003b) have shown a higher spike output probability
during up-states compared to down-states. Conversely, responses
to whisker deﬂection in mouse (Petersen et al., 2003b)a n dr a t
(Sachdev et al., 2004; Hasenstaub et al., 2007)b a r r e lc o r t e xh a v e
shownadecreasedﬁring probability.Whiledepolarizationduring
the up-state brings neurons closer to ﬁring threshold, seemingly
increasing the probability of spike ﬁring, decreases in input resis-
tance and increases in spike threshold (Sachdev et al., 2004)
have the opposite effect, decreasing spike probability; thus, the
issue remains unresolved. Sensory responsiveness of single cells
has also been studied in the activated state that results from
brainstem electrical stimulation (Timofeev et al., 1996; Castro-
Alamancos, 2004; Aguilar and Castro-Alamancos, 2005). In this
activated state, cortical cells are even more depolarized than dur-
ing the up-state of the slow oscillation, and the decrease in input
resistance caused by the barrage of synaptic input may be par-
tially counterbalanced by an increase in input resistance resulting
from the closing of potassium channels by muscarinic action
of acetylcholine (Curro Dossi et al., 1991; Steriade et al., 1991;
McCormick, 1992).
We observed that some down-state sensory responses
appeared to trigger an up-state transition and demonstrated that
this was in fact the case. For this analysis we assumed no causal
link between sensory stimuli and state transitions, and simply
quantiﬁed various interval lengths. Because of the variability
across preparations, it was necessary to use normalized interval
lengths (Figure2D) .W eo b s e r v e dt h a t ,i nag i v e np r e p a r a t i o n ,
considering all LFPs aligned on up-to-down transitions, as time
moves forward the ﬁrst events encountered are stimuli which are
not associated with a down-to-up transition; these are followed
later in time by stimuli which are associated with a down-to-up
transition; and ﬁnally these are followed in time by spontaneous
down-to-up transitions. In other words, with reference to the
examples depicted in Figure2C, the “green” intervals in a given
preparation were consistently shorter than the “blue” intervals,
which in turn were consistently shorter than the “red” intervals.
Our interpretation of this is as follows: during a down-state, an
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FIGURE 10 | Spatial pattern of suppression. (A) Example experiment.
Barrel maps of suppression (TR). First whisker’s barrel: black square.
Second whisker’s barrel: yellow square. Polar plot at right compares
angular direction of suppression between up- and down-states. The
outer radius of the polar plot corresponds to a TR of 1, indicating no
suppression (see Results). (B) Population measurements of suppression
by angle (TR). Left: up-state vs down-state, angles aligned to whisker 1.
Right: up-state vs down-state, angles aligned to barrel ﬁeld. The outer radius
of the polar plot corresponds to a TR of 1, indicating no suppression
(see Results).
underlying time-dependent process proceeds which will eventu-
ally result in the next up-state. When this process has reached a
certain point, it can be accelerated by a sensory stimulus. When
the process reaches a certain further point, even in the absence of
a stimulus, the up-state will occur spontaneously. Such a process
has been shown in detail in slices of entorhinal cortex and further
conﬁrmed by a large scale network model (Cunningham et al.,
2006).
STATE DEPENDENCE: DEPOLARIZING RESPONSES
The responses during down-states were larger in amplitude and
spatialextent thanthose duringup-states. However,the responses
during up-states were not limited to the activated barrel and
spread over the majority of the barrel ﬁeld. This result is in
contrast with a previous VSD study in vivo comparing whisker
responses during up- and down-states under anesthesia, in which
responses during up-states did not spread and remained con-
ﬁned within the principalbarrel(Petersen etal.,2003b).The large
area of the whisker-evoked depolarization during up-states that
we report here was nevertheless signiﬁcantly smaller than during
down-states. More importantly, the depolarizing responses dur-
ing up-states were much sparser than during down-states, i.e.,
fewer pixels responded within each barrel column. Because the
density of active pixels was higher in the principal barrel, it is
likely that the use of strong spatial ﬁltering may create an image
of responses conﬁned to the principal barrel. We also note the
possibility that our single-trial responses may have been tightly
focused in variable locations, resulting in an apparent sparse
and distributed response in the multitrial average. The results
obtained with other methods in this system including intracel-
lular recordings (Moore and Nelson, 1998), and current source
density probes (Roy et al., 2011) would seem to contradict this
possibility, however.
An important methodological difference between our results
and the study of Petersen et al. (2003b) is our separation of
responses during down-states according to whether an up-state
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was triggered or not. Our data show that triggered up-states will
slowly and consistently propagate throughout the barrel cortex
creating a long-lasting response (see Figure4) with sustained
neuronal discharge (see Figure3). In contrast, responses during
down-states (that do not trigger an up-state), although simi-
larly widespread in space, are more transient in time. This is
an important distinction because the transitions between up-
and down-states are all-or-none and involve recurrent activity
that is independent of the response to the whisker deﬂec-
tion. Thus, the most informative basis for comparison with
the responses during the up-state is provided by the subset of
down-state responses which are not associated with an up-state
transition (see Figure4 for a comparison of the three types of
responses).
A recent VSD imaging study in the mouse in vivo (Ferezou
et al., 2006) extended our understanding of the state-dependence
of sensory responses by including recordings during states of
quietwakingand active exploration. Using a combination ofVSD
imaging and whole cell recording in mouse in vivo,t h es t u d y
of Ferezou et al. (2006) showed that, surprisingly, responses to
a passive whisker deﬂection were longer-lasting and more spa-
tially widespread during quiet waking than during isoﬂurane
anesthesia (∼90ms vs ∼40ms on average). Furthermore, the
samewidespreadpattern of activation wasobservedduringactive
exploration only when the whisker deﬂection was caused by
self-generated movement. In contrast, small passive deﬂections
during active exploration triggered spatially restricted responses.
In the 2006study, Ferezou et al. did not distinguish up- and
down-statesduringanesthesia;however,wenotethatisoﬂuraneis
less often associated with clearslow oscillations. Furthermore, the
mostimportantﬁndingofthatstudywasthewidespreaddepolar-
ization observed in whisker responses during active exploration.
This corresponds well with the widespread distribution which we
observed during up-states and strongly suggests that up-states
bear some similarity to the active waking state.
In agreement with the Ferezou et al. (2006) study discussed
above, extracellular studies in chronically implanted rats per-
forming a discrimination task (Krupa et al., 2004) showed that
the spike output due to active whisking during discrimination
is prolonged (over 200ms in all cortical layers) compared with
the few millisecond brief discharges caused by a passive whisker
deﬂection presented during the task when the rat is not mov-
ing its whiskers. However, in contrast with VSD results (Petersen
et al., 2003a,b; Ferezou et al., 2006; our results) brief responses
to passive whisker stimulation were similar to those obtained
during anesthesia (Krupa et al., 2004). Discounting possible
species differences (rat vs. mouse), these apparent discrepan-
cies could be simply due to the fact that the VSD signal reﬂects
subthreshold depolarization and does not provide information
about which areas of cortex are actually spiking and for how
long. Therefore, the studies of single neurons, together with the
VSD results discussed above and our own results shown here
and elsewhere (Civillico and Contreras, 2005, 2006), demon-
strate that, regardless of brain state, sensory-driven spiking is
superimposed on a larger basin of subthreshold depolarization.
Studies using combinations of extracellular spike recordings over
large areas of barrel cortex are necessary to fully understand the
dynamic spatiotemporal transformation between synaptic inputs
and intrinsic dendritic depolarization on one hand and spike
output on the other.
An earlier study of state dependence of visual responses using
VSDs in the anesthetized cat primary visual cortex (Arieli et al.,
1996) found that most of the trial-to-trial variability was due
to the initial state, which was deﬁned as a single 3.5ms frame
of the optical recording, and that a “template” average response
added to the initial state provided a good prediction of the whole
response in each trial. Therefore, that study showed that if the
sensory response is small enough the spatiotemporal dynamics of
the brainis entirely dominated by the large ﬂuctuations causedby
anesthesia.
STATE DEPENDENCE: HYPERPOLARIZING RESPONSES
There is a remarkable correspondence between the barrel-
column-averaged VSD signals in the up- and down-states
described here, and the averaged intracellular PSPs recorded at
corresponding resting potentials in the supragranular and gran-
ular layers of rat barrel cortex (Wilent and Contreras, 2004,t h e i r
Figures5 and 8). This is expected given that the resting poten-
tial of all cortical cells is depolarized by 10–20mV in the up-state
(Steriade et al., 1993a). Derdikmanet al.(2003)r e p o rt e dah yp e r -
polarizing response following a depolarizing response to whisker
deﬂection and attributed this observation to the use of the blue
dye RH1692. Contrary to their interpretation, we associate the
same observation with the depolarization of cortical cells in the
up-state. The shift to more depolarized Vms decreases the driv-
ing force for excitatory inputs and increases the driving force
for inhibitory inputs. Thus, we suggest that the presence of the
hyperpolarizing “tail” in the VSD signal is dependent on the
depolarization of cortical cells, and therefore on the Vm dur-
ing the up- or down-state (or the general level of anesthesia in
a less bistable state). Sachdev et al. (2004) demonstrated these
changes in driving force using intracellular recordings, and we
have characterized the population spatiotemporal effect on the
supragranular network in the present work. Furthermore, we
did not observe that the presence of hyperpolarization was asso-
ciated with the nature of the stimulus, since it was observed
in response to both piezoelectric whisker deﬂections, as well as
deﬂections of single whiskers with directed air puffs. Thus visual-
ization of hyperpolarization did and does not require the use of
an RH169x dye, but simply that the preparation be in the right
state, as determined during the experiment by concurrent LFP
recordings.
An openquestionofgreat importance and related to the above
discussion is whether such strong and widespread hyperpolariza-
tion occurs in the active whisking animal since the discharges of
single neurons in all layers are very prolonged (>200ms, Krupa
et al., 2004) and the available VSD studies during active whisking
did not report hyperpolarizing responses (Ferezou et al., 2006).
DISTRIBUTED REPRESENTATION OF SENSORY RESPONSES
Responses during up-states had a smaller depolarizing footprint
despite the fact that neurons were presumably closer to spiking
threshold. If the spread of activation depends only on spike prob-
ability, deﬁned as proximity to spike threshold, it is reasonable to
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predict a much more widespread activation during the up-state.
Since the issue of neuronal responsiveness during up-states is not
resolved (see above), we suggest that the large inhibition that
accompanies responses in the up-state plays an important role in
shaping the spatiotemporal properties of whisker responses.
Our data showing a large spread of responses during up-states
agrees with the widespread activation recorded with VSDs in
rodent barrel cortex under isoﬂurane anesthesia, during quiet
wakingand duringactive exploration(Ferezou et al., 2006, 2007).
The observation that, even during active tactile exploration, sen-
sory responses initiate in the corresponding principal barrel and
then spread over large portions of the barrel cortex (Ferezou
et al., 2006) is key to the concept that the information carried by
whisker deﬂections is highly distributed and represented by com-
plex spatiotemporal patterns of activation. How these distributed
spatiotemporal patterns in cortical layers 2/3 are decoded into
meaningful images of the world is a fundamental open question
in neuroscience.
The ﬁrst mapping of sensory responses in mammalian neo-
cortex using VSDs was done in rat somatosensory and visual
cortex and showed widespread activation throughout the cortex
in response to small stimuli (Orbach et al., 1985). Noticeably, in
that study, responses to two distant whiskers were clearly seg-
regated on the surface of the barrel cortex as recorded by the
photodiode array, but responses in visual cortex spread over the
entire imagedarea.Largespreadofactivation bysmallstimuliwas
subsequently shown using VSDs in the monkey primary visual
cortex (Grinvald et al., 1994). In the primary visual cortex of the
cat, waves of supra and subthreshold activity are evoked by local
visual stimuli (Bringuier et al., 1999; Jancke et al., 2004; Benucci
et al., 2007) and full screen drifting gratings generate widespread
responses that contain information about both speciﬁc and non-
speciﬁc properties of the stimulus (Sharon and Grinvald, 2002).
A recent VSD study in cat V1 (Sharon et al., 2007) showed that
the response to small drifting gratings of varying orientation
consisted of a large activated area, the cortical response ﬁeld,
characterized by an orientation-independent plateau of activity
on top of which one to three orientation-dependent peaks of
activity emerged. Importantly, spiking activity was only observed
at the peaks of activation. Furthermore, such results have been
extended to the orientation domain (Chavane et al., 2011). Thus,
in the visual system, as in barrel cortex, sparse and distributed
ﬁring is superimposed on a widespread basin of depolarization.
Furthermore, as in the present study, a large area of cortex is
“biased” in its integrative properties due to the presence of this
large subthreshold plateau of depolarization.
In visual cortex, imaging studies with intrinsic signals
(Grinvald et al., 1986)o rV S D s( Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1991;
Bonhoeffer et al., 1995; Maldonado et al., 1997) revealed several
superimposed maps including retinotopy, orientation, and spa-
tial frequency selectivity. In contrast, imaging studies in barrel
cortex have only focused on the spatial location of the stimu-
lus; stimulus properties such as direction or frequency of whisker
deﬂection have not been systematically studied. However, extra-
cellular studies in rat barrel cortex have provided some evidence
for the existence of such maps, although the spatial resolution of
the resulting mapsis afunction ofthe number ofcells inthe study
and is inherently low even with a large number of recordings.
One study suggested the presence of direction-selective verti-
cal domains within each barrel akin to orientation columns in
visualcortex(AndermannandMoore,2006),while anotherstudy
provided evidence of a putative map of frequency preference
with isofrequency columns extending along the representation of
arcs (Andermann et al., 2004). In the auditory system, the very
existence of tonotopic maps is a matter of debate (reviewed in
Schreiner and Winer, 2007).
The distributed nature of responses to sensory stimuli com-
plements the observed broad tuning of individual neurons to
stimulus properties such as location. Together, these two classes
of observations imply that large numbers of neurons respond
to many stimulus parameters. However, response properties vary
with cell type and laminar location, two parameters not accessi-
ble to VSD imaging. Therefore, generating models ofinformation
encoding by distributed activity which satisfy both optical and
single-cell electrophysiological data is a phenomenally complex
task.
The large spread of activation is in agreement with the large
receptive ﬁelds(RFs)ofsinglecellsinL2/3ofbarrelcortex (Moore
and Nelson, 1998; Zhu and Connors, 1999; Kwegyir-Afful et al.,
2005; Roy et al., 2011). However, while the widespread propa-
gation of activation in L2/3 is attributed to the long horizontal
connections in L2/3 (Laaris et al., 2000; Laaris and Keller, 2002;
Petersen et al., 2003a), the large RFs in barrel cortex are in large
part due to subthalamic mechanisms (Timofeeva et al., 2004).
Thus, lesions of the spinal trigeminal nucleus (pars intermedia)
render neurons in the principal nucleus and their targets in VPm
monowhisker-responsive. How the RFs of individual cells relate
to the spread of subthreshold activation demonstrated with VSDs
is unknown and will require extremely difﬁcult experimental
studies, if not major advances in experimental technologies and
analytical methods.
POOLING ALGORITHMS
A key aspect of our study is that the spatial analysis is based
on columnar counts rather than single pixels. We binned pix-
els over the outline of columns based on L4 cytochrome oxi-
dase staining. Given the sparse yet widespread nature of the
response during the up-state, we reasoned that a more accu-
rate description of the response was to count the columns with
activity above a signiﬁcance threshold. In doing so, we empha-
size the information carried by individual columns rather than
individual cells. Neurons with similar selectivity are generally
organized in vertical columns spanning the cortical depth (Rose
and Mountcastle, 1954; Mountcastle, 1957, 1997). One appealing
solution to the problem of decoding whisker position is the use
of pooling of neuronal responses according to spatial and tempo-
ral rules (Darian-Smith et al., 1973; Zohary et al., 1994). Using
an information-theoretic formalism to analyze single whisker
responses recorded from many neurons simultaneously, Panzeri
et al. (2003) concludedthat pooling can bean effective strategy to
decode stimulus location when restricted to individual columns.
Poolingconservesallthe informationconveyedbyanintracolum-
nar neuronal population (Panzeri et al., 2003) with very little
redundancy due to the very low ﬁring rates (Petersen et al., 2002)
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and allows for summation of activity at the postsynaptic target.
In this schema, the most relevant attribute of the ﬁring neuron is
its columnar location. The present study is the ﬁrst to provide a
quantiﬁcation of whisker responses based on column counts and
demonstrate the largely distributed nature of responses both in
up and down-states.
ASYMMETRIES
Excitation in barrel cortex has been shown to propagate preferen-
tially along the rows for both spontaneous and sensory evoked
activity, and was observed to be similar during anesthesia and
during quiet waking (Petersen et al., 2003a). Here we report
an additional asymmetry in the distribution of depolarization
present only during the up-state, consisting of a preferential
propagation along the rows toward higher numbered arcs. The
asymmetry in whisker-evoked response propagation has been
attributed to a bias in the large axonal arborizations of L2/3
neurons along the row axis (Petersen et al., 2003b). Such long
range intrinsic connections characterize L2/3 in all sensory cor-
tices, including visual (Fisken et al., 1975; Gilbert and Wiesel,
1979; Rockland and Lund, 1982; Martin and Whitteridge, 1984),
auditory (Read et al., 2001; Atencio and Schreiner, 2010)a n d
somatosensory (Keller and Carlson, 1999; Lubke and Feldmeyer,
2007). Biases in horizontal connectivity have been shown in
visual cortex where they support feature-speciﬁc connectivity
between distantneurons(Ts’o etal.,1986;Ts’oandGilbert,1988).
Interestingly, in similarity with our results, in the visual cor-
tex there are also clear asymmetries in the spread of activation
caused by a small stimulus. For example, in cat visual cortex the
spread of activation is approximately two-fold larger along the
axisorthogonaltotheoculardominancecolumns(Grinvaldet al.,
1994), though it is important to note that this effect may orig-
inate from anisotropic retinotopy (difference in horizontal and
vertical scales), in which case it is not a property of cortical pro-
cessing per se. The idea that increased inhibition in the up-state
could sculpt cortical response properties ﬁnds further support in
as t u d y( Wörgötter et al., 1998) which found sharper RFs in cat
V1 during desynchronized EEGepochs, analogousto the up-state
of the slow oscillation.
Because the resting level of cells in the up-state is likely to be
closer to that in the awake animal, we suggest that the polarities
in signal propagationwhich we observe in the up-state could play
a computational role in the behaving animal. We propose that
such consistent asymmetry could participate in the processing of
whisker-evoked activity by introducing a bias toward the smaller
whiskers at the front of the snout. Our results demonstrate the
critical importance of ongoing network activity on the dynamics
ofsensoryresponses andtheir integration. Finally,similarlyto the
asymmetric suppression shown in our results, in cat visual cortex
VSD imaging has shown that suppression by surround stimuli is
stronger for stimuli with matched orientation than for those with
orthogonal orientation(Grinvaldet al.,1994). Thefunctional sig-
niﬁcance ofsuch asymmetries for higher-level processing remains
largely unknown.
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